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READY TO BE
PART OF A RETAIL, FOOD
AND LEISURE REVOLUTION?
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FR8PK - TAKING SWANSEA’S
FEARLESS ATTITUDE
AND MULTIPLYING
IT WITH PURE
PASSION
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50 300 £5M
RETAIL, FOOD
& DRINK AND
LEISURE
OUTLETS

NEW JOBS IN
A RANGE OF
ROLES AND
TRADES

ECONOMIC
GROWTH
GENERATED
THROUGH GVA
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SHOPS

EVENTS

FOOD OUTLETS

ENTERTAINMENT

A PROGRESSIVE VISION TO
TOTALLY REVOLUTIONISE
SHOPPING, EATING &
ENTERTAINMENT
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Full electric via
sustainable grid

A
Full branded shop
SET-UP
fitting service
FOR A NEW
GENERATION
OF TRADES AND
BUSINESSES

No chains –
Independent-only

Click & Collect
service (app)
Flexible leases
from 1-12 months+

Delivery service
(app)

FR8PK
UNIT
Dedicated POS
system

Turnover based
rent options
Range of sizes
from 300 sq. ft+

PR & Marketing
Support
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“ An app where users can order items from
FR8PK traders to collect or be delivered
“ One dedicated cycle lease unit which will
maintain a fleet of bicycles and provide
servicing, rental and bike/accessory sales to
the general public
“ The franchise for this service will be
tendered out to local suppliers to operate on
an annually renewable contract

FR8PK HUB
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“ A TRULY REVOLUTIONARY
AND FAIR WAY TO GET THE
ECONOMY MOVING

BLOCK RENT:
Set below the market average per sq. ft
TURNOVER RENT:
Based on a % of trader turnover

FR8CD:
Equity Membership with
discounts across every
unit - this is offset
against trader rent
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“ Where there’s a FR8PK there’ll be
extra support and contribution
toward the maintenance and
repair of its surrounding walkways
and routes
“ We love our environment and will
work fiercely to keep it beautiful

COMMUNITY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
RESPONSIBILITY
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SA1 Waterfront
(Route 4)
▪ Growing social scene
▪ Established ‘anchor’
businesses
▪ Equal proximity to
University Campuses

Swansea Bay
(Route 4 &
Swansea Bay
Cycle Route)
▪ Proximity to public
parks and beaches
▪ Complimentary to
existing businesses
▪ Gap in the market for
leisure facility

LOCATIONS

Clydach
(Route 43)

▪ Ideally located midRoute 43
▪ Large surrounding
community
▪ Suitable scheme for
WG ‘Transforming
Towns’

Aberavon
(Routes 4 & 887)
▪ Proximity to seafront
and public amenities
▪ Area in need of
regeneration
▪ Serves a large,
accessible mixed-use
area

“ Plan for pop-up retail, food
and leisure venue on
undeveloped land in
Swansea's SA1
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MEDIA COVERAGE
Swansea's SA1 could soon follow in
the footsteps of the likes of
Shoreditch and Manchester as plans
are being developed to create a popup retail, food and leisure venue.
Architectural practice Starki is
exploring the potential of using
undeveloped, vacant land in the city
to introduce the venture, which
would be the first of its kind in Wales.
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Principal director for Starki, Wez
Morgan, explained how he has held
discussions with a Swansea-based
organisation with a view of bringing
the plan to life on land in SA1.
Mr Morgan said his project would see
shipping containers transformed into
units to allow start-up businesses to
take their first step into the business
world.
Mr Morgan said: "It would not be
attracting your Wagamama's or
Nando's, this would be to help people
who need a leg up getting into the
business who do not have premises or
are operating out of their homes.
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It would allow them to come and
have a street presence.
"SA1 has the potential to have what
they have in other schemes like Stack
in Manchester or Box Village in
Shoreditch, but with a little bit more
culture and character.“
Mr Morgan, who said discussions are
also being held about the potential of
bringing their scheme on land near a
cycle track in Clydach, explained when
working in property, there is a period
through which landlords, estates
companies and acquisition firms let
land lay dormant.
He said: "This is often perceived as
time spent developing its future use,
but more often than not it’s because
there are more important priorities,
insecure funding or the owner only
requires part of the plot. While this is
simply business to some, to us it’s an
opportunity missed.
"Across the country the daily average
pop-up rent is just 10p per square
foot, in city centres it’s £1.

"Units can give startup and microbusinesses their first opportunity to
trade in prime shopping and leisure
precincts. But we don’t think that’s
going far enough. While these
opportunities provide a short-term
marketing gain, they don’t provide
the stability required to succeed as a
business in retail or hospitality.

sturdy construction which can form
modules and stacks, they can be
easily dismantled and re-purposed.
Normally permitted on future
development land for five years, more
successful
parks
like
Boxpark
Shoreditch, which has been trading
since 2011, have had their leases
extended.

"On the opposite end of the
spectrum, existing fixed retail and
food park management firms often
require long-term lease agreements
that startups and micro-businesses
can’t commit to. It’s an old-fashioned
system, in our eyes soon to be
rendered obsolete following the 2020
recession.“

"We have no doubt that a similar
scheme in Swansea would draw a
healthy footfall given the right
location, so we’re currently engaging
with
Swansea Council, Welsh
Government
and
the
city's
universities with the view to acquiring
a temporary lease on a suitable plot.“
25th July 2020

"Enter the new age of pop-up malls,
retail outlets and venues – Boxpark,
Pop Brixton and Stack are just some
of the brands disrupting the status
quo and building a strong customer
base," he said.
"The most popular construction
method is the recycling of one-use
shipping containers – a strong and

“ Finally. This is exactly what the
area needs.
“ YES!!!
Source: Facebook
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ABOUT US
FR8PK a pioneering Socially Responsible Enterprise
that seeks to drive progress, development and
economic strength through local enterprises.
We believe that regions thrive when they have
successful local enterprises that reflect their
diversity, character and spirit. In our experience, this
can only be achieved with a collective of support and
collaboration of collectives. All our projects focus on
creating space to champion individuality, enabling
talent, ambition and businesses to break through and
flourish.
Our revolutionary ethic reflects the individuality of the
communities, making sure that the space is as
affordable as possible, offer as much support as we
can, and we actively connect our members with
neighbouring enterprises and with each other.
When enterprises thrive, society thrives too - for the
benefit of the local community. We believe that
through collaboration we can achieve great progress.

HOW WE WORK
Step 5
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Find a building or
piece of land that
isn’t being used to
its full potential.

Work with local
people to find out
what they really
need.

Design and build a
beautiful and
inspiring space to
answer the demand.

Step 4
Fill it with local,
independent
businesses.

Encourage and
inspire those
businesses to give
back to the
community around
them

WHAT WE OFFER
SPACE FOR
SMALL
BUSINESSES

COMMUNITY
INVESTMENT

A
DESTINATION
FOR ALL

We thoroughly research
the needs of the local
community, the design
projects that offer
affordable and inspiring
spaces for small and
independent businesses
in retail, food & drink
and leisure

We connect our traders
with the community
around them. Our
socially responsible
company works with our
traders to share skills,
funds and space from
our schemes with the
community

Our schemes are
designed to be more
than just work space.
They’re destinations that
invite communities and
tourism to discover and
interact with our
traders and benefit from
our facilities
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WHAT’S NEXT?
“ Once an idea, now a growing concept which increases in its potential
with every conversation we have. Each organisation has expressed
support, excitement and interest toward the FR8PK concept.

“ We’ve received masses of support following our initial releases and
national media publication. Our immediate priority is in obtaining the first
of the four locations identified as suitable on a temporary lease in line
with our concept values. Alongside our work to secure the site, we’re
opening expressions of interest to traders interested in leasing a unit at
FR8PK and investors who want to be part of our revolutionary vision – a
first in Wales.

